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It's completely stepped me out of my 
comfort zone and that's something that  
I don't normally do a lot, but it's really  
good and I enjoy stepping out of my 
comfort zone because I learn a lot about 
myself. I can actually do more and gain 
confidence from it."
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ABOUT GENERATION CASHBACK

Generation CashBack is part of the Cashback for Communities Programme in Scotland.

The CashBack for Communities Programme takes monies recovered through the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 
and invests them into community programmes, facilities and activities largely for young people. The CashBack 
programme has been successfully delivering opportunities and evolving for over a decade and is now in Phase 4. 

Phase 4 of the CashBack Programme runs from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2020 
and is designed to support the Scottish Government’s aim to tackle inequalities 
by having a greater focus on young people from areas of deprivation and other 
disadvantaged young people. It differs from previous phases in its much more 
targeted focus on disadvantaged communities and young people. 

Generation CashBack has been funded as part of Phase 4 of the CashBack 
programme. It is delivered by a partnership consortium of four of the largest 
volunteer-led youth work organisations in Scotland, comprising of: Scouts 
Scotland, Girlguiding Scotland, The Boys’ Brigade Scotland, and Youth Scotland. 

It centres around four strands of project delivery tasked with growing 
membership in disadvantaged communities. The four strands are: developing 
new self-sustaining groups (Start-up), supporting existing groups (Grow), 
providing leadership and training capacity (Lead), and developing events to 
celebrate success and share learning specific to Generation CashBack (Events).

Each organisation within the consortium employs one or more Local Development 
Officers (LDOs) to provide local level support to groups across all four strands. While 
each organisation approaches delivery according to their own successfully 
established practices, all LDOs work closely with staff and volunteers.
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THE GENERATION CASHBACK CONSORTIUM

The Generation CashBack consortium is comprised of 4 leading national youth work organisations.

Girlguiding Scotland
Girlguiding Scotland has more than 50,000 members across Scotland and our 
mission is to inspire and empower girls to be anything they want to be.

We know all girls are amazing and can do anything they set their mind to and 
we encourage them to give new challenges and adventures a go. Whether that’s 
camping abroad, canoeing or partying at Girlguiding Scotland’s pop concert, 
TARTAN GIG. 

Scouts Scotland
We are the largest mixed volunteer-led movement for young people in 
Scotland. We offer fun, challenge and life changing adventure to almost 40,000 
young people in Scotland, who are supported by over 8,000 adult volunteers.

Scouting exists to make young people’s lives better, helping them to realise 
their full potential, and providing them with the skills they need to succeed in life.

The Boys’ Brigade Scotland
The Boys’ Brigade engages with over 15,000 children and young people providing 
opportunities to meet together in their communities and engage in a range of 
fun and developmental activities. 

We believe that empowering children and young people is important and do 
this by involving them in decision making at all levels of the BB and giving 
responsibility appropriate to their age and aptitude.

Youth Scotland
Youth Scotland is the national charity for supporting and delivering youth work 
in the community. We believe in changing lives through youth work.

We are the largest national youth work organisation in Scotland, supporting 
65,000 young people, 1,100 youth groups and over 7,550 youth workers. Youth 
Scotland has been around since the early 20th century and has a diverse 
membership network—from small rural youth groups to large urban projects. 
The common goal that we all share is better outcomes for young people.

The network
of youth groups
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THE STORY OF 2017-18

The Story of 2017/18 demonstrates the work and success of year 1 of phase 4.

The consortium worked together to develop new delivery methods and build capacity in Q1 and Q2. By Q3, 
there was solid momentum and Q4 saw that momentum convert to success in almost all targets for the year.

The national reach and consistent partnership working of the consortium transitioned the early groundwork to 
later success. Both qualitative and quantitative data shows Generation CashBack has had a positive impact on 
all eight outcomes; this section highlights some of the main achievements and outcomes during year 2017/18.

The consortium spent £499,955 across the partnership delivering Start-up, Grow, Lead and Events. 
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THE PEOPLE WE WORKED WITH

ACHIEVEMENTS V TARGETS
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PARTICIPANT PROFILE BY GENDER

Male (46.9%)

Female (52.8%)

Other (0.1%)

Prefer not to say (0.2%)

AGE OF PARTICIPANTS

Age 10–13 (51%)

Age 14–16 (36%)

Age 17–20 (11%)

Age 21–24 (2%)
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SIMD BREAKDOWN
100% of Generation Cashback participants in Year 1 were from the top 20% most deprived Datazones within any 
given Local Authority area. For some of the Local Authority areas (eg Moray, Shetland), the top 20% of postcodes 
include those in SIMD 3 and 4.

78% of Generation CashBack participants in Year 1 were from SIMD 1 and 2 areas.

A breakdown of participant SIMD is below:

0–20% (Datazones 1 to 1,395): 3,029

0–30% (Datazones 1 to 2,092): 550

0–40% (Datazones 1 to 2,790): 323

0–50% (Datazones 1 to 3,488): 0

50% - 100% (Datazones 3,489 to 6,976): 0
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ACCREDITATION
889 young people* benefited from formal and non-formal accredited learning through 
Generation CashBack involvement

Breakdown (where known)

SCQF qualifications

Level 2 (Hi5 Award) 82

Level 3 (Dynamic Youth Award)

Level 4 (Bronze Youth Achievement Award, Sports Leaders Dance Leader) 27

Level 5 (Silver Youth Achievement Award, Sports Leaders Dance Leader) 24

Non-SCQF qualifications/ accreditations
(Duke of Edinburgh Bronze-Gold, Explorer Young Leader, Queens Guide, Saltire, First Aid Ready) 237

Unspecified accreditation (from YP evaluation forms) 350

*data based on a sample of total Generation CashBack participants

169
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PARTICIPATION BY LA AREA

Aberdeen
Northfield, Kincorth, Mastrick, Torry

Aberdeenshire
Turiff

Argyll & Bute
Rothersay, Isle of Bute, Oban, Dunoon, Lochgilphead

Clackmannanshire
Alloa, Tillicoultry

Dumfries & Galloway
Langholm

Dundee
Balbeggie, Lochee, Fintry, Downfield

East Ayrshire
Newmilns, Kilmarnock

East Dunbartonshire
Kirkintilloch

East Lothian
Tranent, Prestonpans, Musselburgh

East Renfrewshire
Barrhead

Edinburgh
Wester Hailes, Saughton, Granton, Drylaw,  
Leith, Muirhouse

Falkirk
Camelon, Maddison, Bainsford, Hallglen, 
Grangemouth, Bainsford, Stenhousemuir,  
Bo’ness, Denny, Polmont

Fife
Kelty, Cowndenbeath, Lochgelly, Methil,  
Burntisland, Inverkeithing, Glenrothes,  
Kirkcaldy, Rosyth, Kennoway

Glasgow City
Parkhead, Bridgeton, Possil Park, Dalmarnock, 
Whiteinch, Pollok, Easterhouse, Castlemilk, Govanhill, 
Cranhill, Springburn North, St George’s Cross, Firhill, 
Kelvenside/Maryhill, Alderman West, Croftfoot South 
East, Nethercraigs, Tollcross, Sandyhills/Shettleston 
North East, Carntyne North East, Govan, Dennistoun, 
Whiteinch, Ballieston, Anniesland, Robroyston, 
Nitshill, Cardonald, Knightswood, Yoker, Broomhill/
Jordanhill, Gorbals, Pollokshaws Pollokshields, 
Langside, Toryglen, Mount Florida

Highlands
Dingwall, Inverness, Fort William, Lybster

Inverclyde
Greenock, Bute (Isle of), Port Glasgow

Midlothian
Dalkieth

Moray
Forres

North Ayrshire
Ardrossan, Irvine, Beith, Stevenson, Kilwinning

North Lanarkshire
Wishaw, Motherwell

Orkney Islands
Kirkwall

Renfrewshire
Ferguslie Park, Linwood, Johnstone, Foxbar, Paisley

Scottish Borders
Earlston, Hawick, Galashiels, Roberton, Denholm, 
Newcastleton, Bonchester Bridge

South Lanarkshire
Larkhall, Lesmahagow, Carluke, Hamilton,  
Lanark, East Kilbride

Stirling
Raploch

West Dunbartonshire
Renton, Dumbarton, Balloch, Clydebank

West Lothian
Armadale, Livingston, Blackburn
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SOCIAL STORM
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1,449 3,902young people report Generation  
CashBack activity has had a positive 
impact on their behaviour

96% of young people 
report gaining 
confidence

5,598 the number of hours young 
people have contributed to 
volunteering

97% report trying  
new things

88% of Lead and Events participants 
plan to do or are doing more in  
their community

77% feel their Lead  
course will help  
them to get a job

517 young people achieved 
accreditation

1/3 of young people say they will volunteer 
more because of taking part in a  
Lead course 1,449 young people report Generation 

CashBack activity has had a positive 
impact on their behaviour

96% have made  
new friends 99% have had new 

experiences

£95,137 the economic value of voluntary 
activity generated by young people 
throughout Year one

the total number of young  
people Generation CashBack  
has engaged with

GENERATION CASHBACK POSITIVE OUTCOMES AND DESTINATIONS 
The qualitative and quantitative data available shows Generation CashBack has had a positive impact on all 
eight outcomes; the following statistics highlights some of its main achievements 

It has taught me a lot of things I can take back 
and use with my own Cubs, even with people 
my own age.”

I am more confident with  
loads of stuff now.”

1,097 young people 
increased their  
skills

91% report that Generation CashBack 
has made them think about what 
they want to do in the future
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OUTCOME 1: YOUNG PEOPLE BUILD THEIR CAPACITY AND CONFIDENCE 
Outcome 1 covered all four strands. The evaluation forms completed and returned by a sample of the young 
people involved show that the consortium has had a lot of positive impact on confidence and capacity in Year 1.

It’s completely stepped me out of my comfort 
zone and that’s something that I don’t normally 
do a lot but it’s really good and I enjoy stepping 
out of my comfort zone because I learn a lot 
about myself, I can actually do more and gain 
more confidence from it.”

OUTCOME 1 200 400 800600 16001400120010000

(1223)

(1505)Young people increased 
their confidence/capacity

Young people report they 
are able to do new things

Young people go on to do 
new things after initial 
Cashback involvement

(1532)

(1570)

(1283)

(1180)

96% 70% of stakeholders report 
increasing confidence in 
young people

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 2: YOUNG PEOPLE DEVELOP THEIR PHYSICAL AND PERSONAL SKILLS 
Outcome 2 was delivered across all four strands. Young people were given various opportunities to develop their 
skills, take part in learning and training opportunities and gain accreditations. Analysis of the evaluation data 
available suggests that the consortium has had a positive impact on this outcome.

I think all the activities I’ve done help you 
with teamwork skills, so when you’re doing 
teamwork at school or something you’re not 
shy or anything and you know what’s going  
to happen.” 

OUTCOME 2 200 400 800600 120010000

(120)

(889)Young people increased personal  
skills, achieving accredited learning 

Young people expected to obtain youth 
awards and other accreditation

Young people complete training 
opportunities and complete  

evaluation forms

Young people report an increase in  
their skills

Young people take on leadership role/peer 
educate others

(1097)

(1100)

(517)

(548)

(325)

(120)

(600)

(67)

Actual Target

90%
85%

50%
75%

of stakeholders report skills  
increasing in young people  
(Start Up & Grow)

of stakeholders report skills  
increasing in young people 
(Lead & Events)

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 3: YOUNG PEOPLE'S BEHAVIOURS AND ASPIRATIONS CHANGE POSITIVELY 
Outcome 3 was delivered across all four strands. Feedback from young people suggests that activities offered by 
consortium partners have had a positive impact on their aspirations for the future, for example, by encouraging 
them to think about what they might like to do in the future, and giving them the opportunity to take on more 
responsibility than they might previously have thought they were capable of.

OUTCOME 3 200 400 800600 16001400120010000

(1040)

(1415)Young people report 
increased aspirations 

Young people positively 
change their behaviours (1449)

(1040)

Actual Target

I was thinking about going into physics, but it’s 
helped me think about maybe being a professor 
and teaching other kids, rather than just doing 
it for myself.” 

85%
88%

88%
85%

60%
50%

50%
60%

of stakeholders report increased 
aspirations in young people  
(Lead)

of stakeholders report increased 
aspirations in young people  
(Start Up, Grow, Events)

of stakeholders report positive 
changes in young people behaviour
(Start Up, Grow, Events)

of stakeholders report positive 
changes in young people behaviour
(Lead)

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 4: YOUNG PEOPLE'S WELLBEING IMPROVES 
Outcome 4 was covered by Start Up, Grow and Lead strands. Young people reported that being involved in GC 
activity has had a positive impact on their wellbeing. The following data shows how young people reported their 
feelings against SHANARRI indicators using ‘The Wellbeing Web’:

OUTCOME 4 200 400 800600 1600 1800 20001400120010000

(1153)

(1820)Young people  
improve wellbeing

Actual Target

The first time we went on trips, we funded for 
ourselves, we went on sponsored swims and 
stuff which—I think we did enjoy that, to do 
it ourselves and to get the money ourselves 
when we were so young, to be able to get  
stuff ourselves.” 

93%
90%

60%
50%

of stakeholders make positive  
comments against one of the SHANARRI 
indicators (Lead)

of stakeholders make positive  
comments against one of the SHANARRI 
indicators (Start Up & Grow)

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 6: YOUNG PEOPLE PARTICIPATE IN ACTIVITY WHICH IMPROVES THEIR 
LEARNING EMPLOYABILITY AND EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS (POSITIVE DESTINATIONS)
Outcome 6 was delivered across the Lead and Events strands. Training and learning options offered across the 
consortium have included: First Aid Ready, i:Lead, Peer Education Leading Games, Media Makers, Young Leader 
qualifications, Dynamic Youth Awards, Youth Achievement Awards, Hi5 Awards, Saltire Awards, Duke of Edinburgh 
Awards, leadership skills that are transferable to adventurous activity, learning skills required to become effective 
volunteers, and leadership skills for young people.

I enjoyed this week and I am looking forward to 
a new career path.” 

OUTCOME 6 100 200 400300 7006005000

(187)
(645)Young people taking part in  

training (during programme) 

Young people taking part in  
learning (during programme) 

Young people achieve  
positive destinations

Young people volunteer following 
completion of programme

(596)

(161)

(161)

(187)

(66)

(66)

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 7: YOUNG PEOPLE PARTICIPATE IN POSITIVE ACTIVITY 
Outcome 7 was a focus for the Start-up and Grow strands. Activities involved starting up new groups, and 
developing existing ones, while encouraging participants to take part in positive activity. The outcome data 
showed that 99% of Start-up reported having new experiences, and 98% of young people involved in the  
Grow strand report having new experiences.

We’re all together and it’s not about winning 
but you’re all taking part, you’re all having fun 
is what makes it count the most.” 

OUTCOME 7 500 1000 20001500 3500300025000

(3100)

(3306)Young people will participate  
in positive activity

Young people are new  
to the activity (1406)

(1065)

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 8: YOUNG PEOPLE ARE DIVERTED FROM CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR  
OR INVOLVEMENT WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
Outcome 8 involved some targeted activity at Polmont, Scotland’s national holding facility for young offenders 
aged between 16–21 years. 

The male young people participated in a variety of Leadership sessions 
as part of the Polmont’s Fittest Programme; 21 young people participated 
in this programme, taking on a Peer Mentor role where they provided 
support and assistance to other prisoners. The Peer Mentors supported 
the development of “Health Week” with a core group of 6 mentors taking 
responsibility for the set up and coordination of a 2-day marketplace Health 
Event. Over 100 male young people attended the event over the 2 days. 
In addition, 12 female prisoners participated in Sports Leaders UK Dance 
Leaders Courses and gained formal qualifications at SCQF Level 4 and 
SCQF Level 5. From the 12, 9 took on a peer mentoring role with the prison, 
actively encouraging other female participants to get active and think about 
their Health and Wellbeing. 6 of the female Peer Mentors also participated  
in the delivery of the 2-day Health Event.

This week has boosted my team-working skills 
along with my Leadership Skills.” 

OUTCOME 8 5 10 2015 30250

(12)
(0)Young people report reduction in their 

own anti-social criminal behaviour

Young people improve 
fitness levels

Young people improve their  
body fat levels

Young people improve self-worth

Young people improve  
self-esteem

Young people improve  
behaviour

Young people improve  
violence record

(29)

(21)

(29)

(29)

(0)

(29)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(4)

Actual Target
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OUTCOME 9: YOUNG PEOPLE CONTRIBUTE POSITIVELY TO THEIR COMMUNITIES

[I’ve learnt that] I’m good at working with  
other people. I’m quite good at taking 
information in and using it elsewhere and  
I’ve just developed skills.” 

OUTCOME 9 OUTCOME 91000 502000 1004000 2003000 15060005000 2500 0

(3667) (67)

(5598) (68)Number of hours volunteering 
contributed by young person

Young people going on to  
volunteer/leadership role in  

community organisation

Number of hours young people 
undertake coaching, mentoring 

or supporting roles

Number of community focused 
awards gained by young person

Young people feel contribution 
with links and communities 

improved

(3432) (138)

(172)

(1833) (120)

(200)
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FINN:
PARTICIPANT IN GROW ACTIVITY
Finn,* aged 11, is engaged in Generation CashBack 
funded Grow activity delivered by Scouts Scotland in 
the Fife region. The Grow activities include ‘Dragon 
Boating’, Mechanics training and the ‘Big Badge 
Week’ camping residential. When asked to reflect on 
changes and impacts he had experienced as a result 
of this Generation CashBack funded activity, Finn 
described improved confidence, skills, behaviours and 
attitudes broadening social networks and increased 
participation in positive activity. Finn describes this 
journey in his own words below.

I joined Scouts in spring this year. Since then 
I’ve taken part in things like dragon boating, 
mechanics and this week is my first camp.

CASE STUDY

* A pseudonym has been used for anonymity
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Active living
What I like about Scouts is how you meet friends, and try and encourage 
yourself to do more active stuff. When you’re at home you just sit and play 
PlayStation, iPad and Xbox, but when you’re at Scouts you do active stuff  
that your body likes.

Impacts on confidence, capacity, attitude behaviour 
and wellbeing
Scouts has changed me to be on the right time and all that, and just to be 
there. I’m more confident with loads of stuff now. If I was to go anywhere 
with my parents before I did Scouts, I wouldn’t be able to do it, I was like, 
nah, I wouldn’t do it, but now I’m in Scouts I’ll give it a go, I’ll try it.

I’m up on my behaviour now I’m at Scouts. My behaviour, well I think it’s 
perfect… I always smile, I’m always happy. If I get down I try to forget about 
it, but before joining Scouts I would have just sat out, done nothing and 
been angry or sad.

Scouts has changed school a lot too. At school I used to get, well, sometimes 
I got bullied, but now I’m at Scouts I’ve got friends to stick up for me and 
be stronger… Yeah, I’ve got more resilience. Like if I’ve got friends with me, 
beside me, I can concentrate on learning at school, but if I’ve got no friends 
then I can’t concentrate. 

Physical skills
I’m changing—I didn’t used to know how to climb really tall stuff, now I can, 
an I’m able to ride a boat with team mates and I know how to do all this 
other new stuff. I feel like I’m enjoying it a lot.

Transferrable personal skills and aspirations
At Scouts, I concentrate and when I’m there I’m like, I’ll do that when I’m at 
football, I’ll concentrate, and then I might get better and try and be the best 
in the world. I’m also wanting to be a marine biologist, so if I don’t get far 
into football I’ll do that instead.

I feel independent and stronger with myself and if I need help I’ll get help, 
but most of the time I don’t need it. Like that’s what Scouts are for, they’re 
for learning and getting better skills for when you’re older so you can do all 
this stuff and be active and skilful.
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ABOUT YOUTH
About Youth is a dynamic and nimble youth work 
organisation that has just celebrated its first birthday. 
They are an active member of LAYC and Youth 
Scotland and receive Generation CashBack support 
for their pioneering youth-led project in the Calders in 
Wester Hails, Edinburgh. The young people asked for 
a place where they would be able to use the internet, 
play computer games, take part in other games, listen 
to music, watch films, prepare food and eat together. 
As a result, every week this project welcomes locals 
aged 11 to 17 who gather in the Calder Community 
Flat as a space to meet safely indoors with peers to 
relax, socialise and take part in activities. 

Here we speak to youth workers Alan Ross and Jon 
Smiles (pictured) about their co-production approach, 
the importance of strong relationships both within the 
youth group and community, the value of Generation 
CashBack (GCB) funding and their learning so far.

Relationships are key… that’s the essence of 
what we’re doing here.

CASE STUDY
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Safeguarding through strong relationships 
“The fact that we’ve been around in the Calders for as long as we have 
is definitely an important factor in terms of building up relationships. 
This group relies on both the relationships we’ve got with the rest of the 
community. These young people are speaking with us openly, about alcohol, 
that sort of thing. Obviously, there are things that come out that can raise 
concern around what’s happening. 

Where we’re lucky – and that’s where you can’t underestimate the 
importance of community based organisations—is that we’ve got good 
relationships with police, social work and a lot of the key statutory agencies 
which means that you can check out things and speak with people without 
having to go immediately down formal routes that are going to have impacts 
on the young people.

Safe haven, safe space
If you live in a community like this, you’re under stress all the time. In terms 
of stuff that these kids see in the community outside, this place is a safe   
haven from that. If anything, one of the things we are trying to achieve is 
stopping some of that stuff being normalised in their own attitudes and 
lifestyles. Maybe that’s a part of the reason they come here, for contact with 
people who believe in them, who encourage them to be aspirational and to 
aim to achieve in their lives. They don’t all have that at home or in school.

You realise that young people really yearn for contact from the youth 
workers and often use those relationships in a therapeutic fashion. 
Sometimes, honestly, it’s like group therapy that goes on here, like a space 
where they can share and explore the types of difficulties and problems that 
they are encountering in their lives and where they can work through their 
issues together in a way that’s safe and supported. That kind of personal 
growth supported through the group dynamic, that’s what’s really going  
on in a space like this.

Co-production
In coming here, the young people in this group feel like it’s somewhere they 
belong. Part of the reason that they feel so at home and comfortable in this 
particular project is because of that sense of shared ownership. They like 
coming here because we deliver projects with them, not on them,—we let 
them decide what they want to do and it’s totally their choice. 

Learning to share with others
Something we’ve benefitted from organisationally, is our young people 
developing our social media strategy. We’ve sat down and said ‘show us 
what snapchat is’, do you think we could use this as an organisation to 
communicate with you guys?’ and taken their lead because people don’t 
stand about and look at posters on noticeboards anymore. We’ve got to 
constantly adapt and keep learning from young people.

When it comes to youth workers, our approach is: grow your own from 
within the community, for us that’s testament to believing in young people. 
There are some members of this group whom we’re already thinking, as soon 
as the time’s right, you should be on our board and informing what we do.

Impact of the funding
Impact of the funding the GCB funding has made it easier for us to do this 
work, and has allowed us to access resources that are difficult to secure 
funding for. The Local Development Officer support has brought a lot of 
encouragement and helpful suggestions. Going forward, we’d like to learn 
more from the other organisations in this network especially those from 
outside our community we don't naturally come into contact with.
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CASE STUDY

STEPHANIE LEE:    
REACH EVENT ADVISORY GROUP
Stephanie, aged 20, has been a member of Girlguiding 
since she was seven years old. Having attended a 
CashBack residential event at Lochgoilhead last 
year she was invited to volunteer as part of the 
advisory group to make the REACH event happen, an 
opportunity she leapt at. Stephanie helped to organise 
the successful event in the EICA part of the Generation 
CashBack Events funding strand. She does a lot of 
volunteering alongside working full time in a nursery 
in Edinburgh. Here, in her own words, Stephanie  
tells us about her experience being involved with  
the advisory group. 

It's given me a boost of confidence to just go 
and try other things and not be too scared of 
whether it’s going to work or not."
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Coproduction and responsibility
This was the first thing l'd ever been involved in as an advisory member 
rather than a participant. I have a passion for working with young people so 
to have this opportunity to create an event for young people was fantastic. 
This event was the chance for me and the other advisory group members to 
be trusted to put the work in and make the event the best it could be.

The REACH event was designed for the young people, so the activities 
and workshops we had planned for the day aimed to help them develop 
important life skills such as team work and leadership. We felt that 
networking was also a major aspect of the event, so we incorporated ice 
breakers into our welcome. This allowed the young people to get to know 
others who had the same interests as themselves.

When the advisory group first met we discussed why and for who we were 
doing this event. We talked about the aim of the event and what workshops 
we felt were suitable We thought about what they would actually want to do 
on a Sunday Morning. We had free reign, which young people don't usually 
get so that was really good—it allowed our hopes to become a reality. 

Learning to work together 
We met a few times in the lead up to the event in these meetings we'd 
talk about what we wanted the event to be like on the day. Although there 
were times we disagreed we learned to work through our differences as a 
team and come to a fair decision in the end. One thing I learnt was that not 
everything goes to plan. There was one day we couldn't meet because of the 
snow so we ended up doing a phone call conversation. 

Working in a team where we were all different to one another showed me 
the importance of communication skills. I've never worked with different 
organisations in the past so that was interesting. Within the advisory team, 
I’ve made a couple of good friendships that I wouldn't have had the chance 
to make if I hadn't been on the team.

Confidence for the future
It was nice that someone actually believed in me as a young person to do 
something because you don't get that freedom in a lot of things. I felt very proud 
to have been a part of something like that. It's given me a boost of confidence to 
just go and try other things and not be too scared of whether it's going to work or 
not work. It's also spurred my passion for working with young people—I've loved 
working with them so it's definitely shown me that that's what I want to pursue.
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WHAT NEXT FOR GENERATION CASHBACK?

EVALUATION OVERVIEW
Evaluation was provided by The Lines Between, commissioned to evidence the outcomes and impact of year 1 of 
Generation CashBack. Their findings were garnered through the following activity: 

> Analysis of quantitative data and quarterly progress reports provided by
each of the programme partners.

> Qualitative fieldwork with 21 stakeholders working across the programme
through semi-structured telephone interviews. The interviews were
carried out during the three months between January and March 2018
and used open questions aimed at obtaining views on the programme,
its impact on young people and suggestions for improvements for its
remaining years.

> Discussions with LDOs and Managers at the three cross-consortium
evaluation workshops held throughout Year 1.

> Analysis of the 6 case studies produced as part of the evaluation—two
case studies have been produced each quarter, from quarter 2. A total of
44 young people were interviewed as part of the case study work.

Following the 3 previous phases of CashBack for Communities, Phase 4 
presented the consortium with new opportunities and challenges. While 
the partnership organisations are all based upon a universal participation 
approach, Phase 4 has very specific and targeted groups in mind. Generation 
CashBack also sought to establish new groups in targeted areas from a 
standing start. While progress was initially slow, momentum has built going 
into year 2.

Evaluation suggested that iterations of data collection, along with creative 
evaluation methods, could improve how impact is demonstrated. In addition 
to this, reporting could be evaluated to better capture wider outcomes 
and the extent of impact from the consortium's work. Looking at this could 
better capture the wider outcomes happening in groups. Evaluation also 
suggested that communication between LDOs could happen online to foster 
collaborative working. Similar views were expressed by volunteer groups in 
reaching out to other supported groups.
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KEEPING THE MOMENTUM IN YEAR 2
Following the successes and foundation work of year 1, the consortium aims to use the momentum to have a 
fantastic year 2. Some of the planned improvements are as follows:

The LDO staff will develop initial contacts and relationships with groups to 
reach a minimum of 300 young people in the Start-up strand (20+ groups) 
and 1,400 in the Grow strand (60-70+ groups). By increasing the use of 
networks of other local staff and contacts, Generation CashBack aims to 
reach all 32 Local Authorities, building on the 28 out of 32 in year 1.

Existing Generation CashBack groups and young people will have continued 
support through the general membership structures of the consortium 
organisations as part of an ongoing sustainability strategy.

Use the new simplified data collection processes to increase the data return 
from Generation CashBack participants in year 2 and using new creative 
evaluation resources to engage young people in the evaluation process. This 
will be further expanded by investigating the best ways to capture impact for 
additional needs groups.

Continue regular consortium meetings and workshops to build on the 
reported benefits of shared learning between the partners operational and 
strategic staff. Develop an online shared resource platform to compliment 
this work.

Encourage groups to complete case study templates for individuals and 
projects so that we can demonstrate the breadth of the impact of CashBack 
funding. Building on this to increase the profile of successful projects.

Offer a range of leadership opportunities to 230+ young people, through 
a series of local and national events. Promote these opportunities to the 
young people in Start-Up and Grow groups, as well as in a targeted wider 
campaign.

Use the cross-consortium Reach 2 event to connect participants from across 
all 4 strands, over the 2 years, to enable networking and learning between 
the different partners and groups at a participant level. This will be driven by 
a young person advisory group, recruited to plan and coordinate the event, 
inviting the advisory group members from Reach 1 to mentor this group.
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GENERATION CASHBACK YEAR 1 2017-18 LOCAL AUTHORITY DATA 
Areas YP Spend
Aberdeen Northfield, Kincorth, Mastrick, Torry 70 £8,970
Aberdeenshire Turiff 43 £5,510
Angus 0 £0
Argyll & Bute Rothersay, Isle of Bute, Oban, Dunoon, Lochgilphead 101 £12,942
Clackmannanshire Alloa and Tillicoultry 43 £5,510
Dumfries & Galloway Langholm 20 £2,563
Dundee Balbeggie, Lochee, Fintry, Downfield 183 £23,449
East Ayrshire Newmilns, Kilmarnock 18 £2,306
East Dunbartonshire Kirkintilloch 16 £2,050
East Lothian Tranent, Prestonpans, Musselburgh 191 £24,474
East Renfrewshire Barrhead 117 £14,992
Edinburgh Wester Hailes, Saughton, Granton, Drylaw, Leith, Muirhouse 265 £33,957
Eilean Siar Stornoway, Tarbet 15 £1,922
Falkirk Camelon, Maddison, Bainsford, Hallglen, Grangemouth, Bainsford, Stenhousemuir, Bo’ness, Denny, Polmont 269 £34,469
Fife Kelty, Cowdenbeath, Lochgelly, Methil, Burntisland, Inverkeithing, Glenrothes, Kirkcaldy, Rosyth, Kennoway. 620 £79,446

Glasgow 

Parkhead, Bridgeton, Possil Park, Dalmarnock, Whiteinch, Pollok, Easterhouse, Castlemilk, Govanhill, Cranhill, Springburn North, 
St George’s Cross Firhill, Kelvinside/Maryhill, Alderman West, Croftfoot South East, Nethercraigs, Tollcross, Sandyhills/Shettleston 
North East, Carntyne North East, Govan, Dennistoun, Whiteinch, Govan, Ballieston, Anniesland, Robroyston, Nitshill, Cardonald, 
Knightswood, Yoker, Broomhill/Jordanhill, Gorbals, Pollokshaws, Pollokshields, Langside, Toryglen, Mount Florida

628 £80,461

Highland Dingwall, Inverness, Fort William, Lybster 152 £19,477
Inverclyde Greenock, Bute (isle of), Port Glasgow 258 £33,060
Midlothian Dalkeith 43 £5,510
Moray Forres 15 £1,922
North Ayrshire Ardrossan, Irvine, Beith, Stevenson, Kilwinning 258 £33,060
North Lanarkshire Wishaw, Motherwell 35 £4,485
Orkney Kirkwall 39 £4,997
Perth & Kinross 0 £0
Renfrewshire Ferguslie Park, Linwood, Johnstone, Foxbar, Paisley 82 £10,507
Scottish Borders Hawick, Earlston, Galashiels, Roberton, Denholm, Newcastleton, Bonchester Bridge 15 £1,922
Shetland 0 £0
South Ayrshire 0 £0
South Lanarkshire Larkhall, Lesmahagow, Carluke, Hamilton, Lanark, East Kilbride 230 £29,472
Stirling Raploch 16 £2,050
West Dunbartonshire Renton, Dumbarton, Balloch, Clydebank 86 £11,020
West Lothian Armadale, Livingston, Blackburn 74 £9,482
 Total 3,902 £499,985
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Generation CashBack Start Up/ Grow 

Development Officer Salary £ 103,636 103,636 -0

Recruitment Costs £ 1,230 2,000 770

Travel £ 8,952 12,350 3,398

Subsistence £ 1,472 3,000 1,528

Training and Development for Group Workers £ 1,560 2,400 840

Start Up Support £ 40,755 40,000 -755

Grow Support £ 183,586 180,000 -3,586

LDO Resources £ 3,207 2,800 -407

Generation CashBack Lead

Development Officer Salary £ 25,510 25,510 0

Recruitment Costs £ 0 500 500

Travel £ 1,038 1,900 862

Subsistence £ 5,630 375 -5,255

Residential Costs £ 15,853 14,400 -1,453

Accreditation £ 1,813 2,400 588

Candidate Travel £ 1,113 3,000 1,887

Course Resources £ 3,780 4,200 420

Polmont Delivery £ 4,814 5,000 187

Generation CashBack Events

Celebration and Skills Exchange Event £ 11,571 12,000 429

Generation CashBack Consortium £

Senior Development Officer Salary £ 19,747 19,700 -47

Travel £ 1,011 1,200 189

Subsistence £ 206 120 -86

Total Project Activity £ 436,481 436,491 10

Other Project Costs

Management and Marketing (up to 10% of CashBack funding) £ 51,833 51,833 0

External Evaluation (up to 5% of CashBack funding) £ 11,671 11,671 0

Total Other Project Costs £ 63,504 63,504 0

Total Expenditure £ 499,985 499,995 10

GENERATION CASHBACK YEAR 1 2017-18 FINANCIAL REPORT 
Actual Target Variance




